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ABSTRACT
Virtual reality applications often rely on standard 2D widgets such as buttons and sliders, but each application presents them differently. We identify a two-axis design space for 2D widgets in VR: the widget placement can be world-, view-, or hand-stabilized, and the input mechanism can be mouse, raycast, touch, or gaze. We also include a table-stabilized placement which puts widgets in the 2D plane of the user’s physical desk, enabling passive-haptic feedback via touch input. We conduct a study with six representative modalities: table touch, hand touch, world raycast, world touch, world mouse, and world gaze. Results for button selection and slider manipulation show that hand touch, table touch, and world raycast are most successful, while users prefer table touch and hand touch. A subsequent qualitative pilot study of digital artists using table touch and hand touch for 2D drawing finds that table touch is perceived as more precise, but user preference varies with ergonomic factors.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The advent of consumer virtual reality (VR) hardware has caused a resurgence of interest in 3D user interface design. Most content is entertainment—gaming and video consumption—but a few productivity applications have emerged and shown tremendous promise, focusing on media such as 3D painting [22], modeling [63], and 360 video production [62]. As users spend more time in VR and do more work there, it raises the question of how can VR best support productivity applications. For example, what would a word processor or 2D graphic design tool look like in VR? Each VR application currently presents its own conventions for how to access, organize, and interact with mostly 2D UI widgets, drawing heavily from existing 3DUI literature. Conversely, a major factor in the success of desktop GUIs is the established and reliable set of expectations around how basic UI elements—buttons, sliders, panels—behave. Therefore, the adoption of VR productivity applications is predicated on the open question: what is the best way to interact with 2D widgets in VR?
physical desk to provide passive-haptic feedback for widgets placed on the tabletop. Based on the survey, we propose a design space that separates the placement of the widgets from the widget activation mechanism. Specifically, widgets can be placed in the world, on the user’s hand, in the user’s view, or on the table, and they can be activated by touch, gaze direction, ray-casting, or the mouse. We also discuss potential trade-offs and examples in this design space.

Motivated by our design space, we perform two studies. First, we compare performance in button selection and slider manipulation tasks across the different input modalities. Second, we use the results to design a simple 2D VR drawing tool. We conduct a pilot expert review of a drawing task to compare tradeoffs in this space and receive qualitative feedback. While we do not explicitly evaluate our modalities in an augmented reality (AR) context, we believe our results would be applicable in that context as well.

The contributions of this work are: (1) a design space that organizes the common input modalities in VR productivity applications; (2) empirical results from a study of 2D widget interaction and drawing in virtual reality; (3) empirical results from a pilot expert review of our most successful input modalities.

2 RELATED WORK

User interfaces for 3D applications have been studied extensively [8]. Early work explored the issues posed by 3D interaction for user interface design [36]. Subsequent work proposes new 3D widgets that support the types of interactions supported by 2D WIMP interfaces, but more suited to the 3D environment. For example, many variants of pull-down menus have been developed [13], including for data-gloves [9] or mobile phones [49]. Other research focuses on the core 3D interaction tasks of object selection and manipulation. Virtual hand and virtual pointer techniques have been developed and compared [7, 69], and more recently an extensive survey of derivative techniques was presented [3]. While these custom 3D interfaces have been successful academically, that success has not thus far translated into commercial software.

An alternate strategy is to translate standard 2D GUI widgets into 3D. Early work put 2D windows directly into AR [16] and evaluated interaction with buttons and click-and-drag type gestures [52]. Surveys of 3D interaction techniques have repeatedly made the claim that 2D WIMP interfaces are poorly suited to 3D VR experiences, because of ergonomic factors, poor mapping of degrees of freedom, and loss of presence or immersion [31, 39]. However, our experience shows that 2D widgets are quite common in commercial VR applications. We believe this is because many user tasks in VR are not in fact 3D tasks (e.g., place a 3D object), but 2D tasks situated in 3D scenes (e.g., turn on a light or adjust a dimmer), and 2D GUI widgets are well-suited for these tasks.

Within the design space of 3D interfaces, there are a number of recurring interaction modalities that are relevant to current commercial VR applications and thus our work.

Raycasting refers to laser pointer input where the hand’s pose casts a ray into the scene to intersect with interactive objects. Beyond simple raycasting, previous work has explored bendable [79] or scaled [1] rays to improve selection. Raycasting has also been augmented with additional input modalities, such as a touchpad [46]. Finally while most raycasting is used to intersect with world-stabilized objects, it can also be used for hand-stabilized widgets [15].

Conversely, touch input is a virtual hand metaphor that requires moving the input device to physically intersect with a 3D object. In contrast to raycasting, touch requires more motion but can have higher accuracy [55]. Similar to raycasting, touch interfaces have also been improved upon, as in the Go-Go technique [68].

Perhaps the simplest input modality is to use the standard desktop mouse as a 2D input that selects whatever the cursor occludes in the view (i.e. casting a ray from the eye through the cursor into the scene). Mouse input can be used for widgets that are view-stabilized [62] or world-stabilized [6, 29], and may even outperform 3D inputs for some 3D tasks [5]. As a mouse cursor is normally a 2D icon, adapting it to stereo viewing requires considering its stereo disparity and how it interacts with occluding geometry [74].

When more capable input hardware is not available, gaze direction can achieve a level of interactivity, as in Google Cardboard type VR devices. With a single button, gaze can be used to control navigation [71] or even to type [90]. If eye-tracking is available, then eye-gaze can provide further expressiveness [67].

While data gloves were popular in the past, optical hand pose tracking systems are now being developed [82]. Hand tracking and gestures are commercially-available in HoloLens [59] and Leap Motion [48]. Free hand gestures can be used for direct 3D selection and manipulation [51] or navigation of view-stabilized menus [14]. As commercial HMDs do not come with built-in gesture input sensors today, we do not consider this modality in our evaluation.

A common criticism of 3D interfaces is the lack of haptic feedback, and one solution is to rely on passive haptics from an available physical table. Grossman and Widgor surveyed 3D interactions on the tabletop and categorized prior works by display and input spaces [27]. On the one hand, tabletop multitouch displays can support 2D tasks in the surface plane with AR displays or virtual environments [2, 18, 30, 34]. On the other hand, tabletop touch displays also enable 3D tasks above the surface of the table [11, 47, 54, 78, 86], or even with hybrid gestures [4]. Alternatively, a tracked, hand-held tablet can provide a similar haptic experience [9, 81].

Finally, while not immersive, large displays (e.g., wall-sized) present similar usability problems. A number of studies have compared different inputs including mouse, raycast, touch, and gaze for different tasks and types of screens [43, 44, 60, 77]. Raycasting has also been augmented with cameras [42] or mobile phones [41], or even bimanual hand gestures [89]. While this work informs our design, it does not directly answer questions about input modality performance in virtual reality.

3 INTERACTION MODALITIES

We propose a design space that is informed by the current practice in VR productivity applications. We also include a modality with haptic feedback that is currently available with existing hardware.

3.1 Commercial Practice

To ground our investigation in tools for consumer VR users, we survey techniques currently used in VR productivity applications.
Figure 2: Using Medium [63] for sculpting. The UI is situated in the 3D environment and is activated by a ray cast from the right hand. At left, the in-headset view, and at right, a user making a selection.

The modalities used in these applications must balance the goals of being easily accessible, easy to learn, and effective, while integrating well with the rest of the application and interface.

**Hardware.** In VR productivity applications, the user is situated within a 3D environment and controls the environment with different hardware input devices. In addition to head-tracked gaze direction, the user interacts through hand-held controllers, such as a positionally-tracked controller (e.g., Oculus Touch [64]). Orientation-only controllers (e.g., Google Daydream [25]) can be used, often mimicking positional input. Conventional input devices can also be used when resting on a table, such as the keyboard and mouse. Button-only inputs are sometimes used (e.g., the Oculus Remote [64]) for conventional menu selection, but productivity tasks require more sophisticated controllers.

**Laser Pointing.** When a positionally-tracked controller is available, perhaps the most common input modality is to select by casting a ray from the user’s controller to a UI element that is fixed in world space, akin to using a laser pointer (Figure 2). This interface is widely used in VR applications, including the default home interfaces in Oculus [64] and Daydream [25], as well in many games and other applications.

**Palette Touch and Cast.** In 3D painting and sculpting interfaces, the user may navigate throughout the world, so there is no fixed position where interface elements may be located. Instead, menu elements are attached to the user’s subdominant hand (Figure 3). In Quill [65] and Gravity Sketch [26], the user then either “touches” menu elements with the other hand, as an oil painter would hold a paint palette in one hand and touch the paint brush to it with the other hand. In other modeling tools, including TiltBrush [22], Medium [63], and Blocks [23], raycasting is used from the dominant controller to the palette. This can occasionally cause confusion: the dominant controller is used both for painting/modeling operations and for menu selection, depending on whether the controller is pointing at the palette. The controller mode can unexpectedly switch to palette selection during modeling. Blocks mitigates this by limiting the ray-casting distance.

Quill, TiltBrush, and Gravity Sketch also allow menus to be “pinned,” converting them to a world-space alignment.

Panel Touch. Applications such as SoundStage [33] use a direct physical metaphor, placing UI elements in the 3D scene and activating them with direct hand touch. This may be the most physically intuitive strategy, but it comes with the physical cost of difficulty activating elements that are beyond arm’s reach.

Some applications that use palette touch, including Quill [65], TiltBrush [22] and Gravity Sketch [26], optionally allow interface windows to be pinned to 3D world locations, creating the panel touch experience. This allows users to save time by placing menus convenient for their 3D workspace, but the panels need to be manually moved when navigating to a new 3D view.

Games in which the player is situated in a virtual environment often include buttons, knobs, dials, or other controls in the world. Examples include Please Don’t Touch Anything [19], I Expect You to Die [73], and Rick and Morty Virtual Rick-ality [66]. Lone Echo [72] includes hand-, view-, and world-stabilized interface elements. In these cases, the choice of interaction is driven by storytelling and immersion goals rather than productivity.

**Mouse and Keyboard.** Some software, such as BigScreen [6] and Virtual Desktop [29], approaches VR productivity from the opposite direction: displaying existing desktop applications directly in VR, using the mouse and keyboard. These applications benefit from the much larger apparent display space of VR, but otherwise use conventional input and output mechanisms. The Vremiere 360 video-editing system [62] also uses mouse and keyboard input, to leverage users’ comfort with existing input metaphors (Figure 4).

**Gaze Control.** Some hardware (e.g., Google Cardboard [24]), provides no position input other than the viewer’s gaze direction. In this case, the user must look at the target widget and then either wait a fixed duration, or press the only button on the device (Figure 5). As this method is quite slow, it is generally not used when a controller is available. This is used, for example, in the New York Times [83], Jaunt [40], and Gala 360 [80] viewers. Note that gaze direction is determined by the direction of the user’s head, since eye tracking is not widely available.
We observe that interfaces can be described along two separate axes constituting a design space: Widgets may be placed in the scene stabilized with respect to the world, view, hand, or table, and widgets may be activated by raycast, gaze, touch, or mouse.

3.2 Table-Based Input

Compared to raycast or panel touch, interactions with passive haptic feedback augments touch interactions and enables more precise interface manipulation [9, 12, 28, 35]. The table-based interaction, one of the common interactions with passive haptic feedback, has been explored with different configurations, such as AR or virtual environments [4, 11, 18, 56, 85].

For the specific case of productivity applications, users will often be seated at a computer desk for reasons of ergonomics and comfort. Moreover, the presence of the physical table and the existing tracking hardware make the table-based interaction available for commercial VR applications. Thus, we include table-based input into our design space and evaluation to understand its usability with the current commercial hardware. Technically this is a subclass of the panel touch metaphor described earlier, where panels are statically positioned in the scene, but the table-based interaction require the UI widgets to be positioned in the plane of the desk, and activated by the direct touch.

We prototype the interaction with Oculus Touch [64] controllers. The user must calibrate the height and extent of the space; this is similar to the room calibration currently required by VR devices. Calibration is performed by placing the controllers at opposite corners of the free space on the table.

Some tasks, such as 2D drawing, require fine precision control. The Oculus Touch controller uses a power grip [61] in which the handle is grasped between the palm and fingers, making fine-scale control difficult. We propose an alternative precision grip [61] in which the handle is grasped between the thumb and index finger and the butt of the controller is the selection point (Figure 6). We also attach felt pads on the controllers to make drawing easier. A proper stylus would be preferable but we focus on commercially available hardware.

3.3 Interaction Design Space

We observe that interfaces can be described along two separate axes constituting a design space: Widgets may be placed in the scene stabilized with respect to the world, view, hand, or table, and widgets may be activated by raycast, gaze, touch, or mouse.
Gaze. A ray is cast from the headset’s position, in the direction of the headset orientation (the center of the user’s view), which yields a 2D coordinate as in raycast. A single button on the headset is used as a primary mouse button.

Touch. A point on the controller is used to compute 3D proximity to widgets in the scene, and if when it crosses a distance threshold, a mouse down event is simulated, until the distance goes back above that threshold and a mouse up event is simulated.

Mouse. The desktop mouse controls a view-stabilized 2D cursor in the users field of view. A ray is implicitly cast from the user’s eye through the cursor’s 2D position into the scene to intersect with widgets and compute a 2D coordinate in the widget plane. The mouse’s primary button is used.

4 QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of and users’ preference for different UI modalities, we conducted a user study with two basic UI manipulation tasks: button selection and slider manipulation.

We recruited 16 able-bodied participants (9 male, 7 female), aged 21 to 45 (M = 28, SD = 6.80). Three of the participants had experience using non-gaming applications in VR. Six had never ever experienced VR. Participants were paid for their participation.

Participants used our customized experiment software with Oculus Rift headset and Oculus Touch controllers on an Micro-Star International (MSI) Dominator Pro 2017 laptop with a GeForce GTX 980 graphic card and Windows 10 OS running in front of a standard office table. The Oculus tracking sensors were positioned on another desk next to the study table to ensure the tracking system could sense the controller’s and headset’s movement across the entire table (Figure 7).

4.1 Procedure

Each study session consisted of three stages.

First, participants were given an introduction to each UI modality. The experimenter then showed the user two tasks and explained the procedure of the study. Each participant had at most three minutes to try with each UI modality with a UI menu containing multiple buttons and sliders (Figure 9).

Second, participants were required to perform button selection tasks first and then slider manipulation tasks with six UI modalities in a random order. Each task was performed five times before moving to the next task.

In the button selection task, the participant was shown a 3 x 3 grid of buttons and a start button (Figure 8 left). The participant was required to trigger the start button before each trial to provide a consistent starting location.

In the slider manipulation task, the participant was asked to drag the value of a slider to the target value shown on a neighboring text field (Figure 8 right). The goal was to measure how precisely the user can position the slider in a short amount of time. Each trial was therefore limited to five seconds, even if by that point the user could not achieve the target value. The five-second duration is drawn from Andujar and Argelaguet [1].

To reduce the influence of confounding factors in our study, we set the visual size of the UI widget to be constant across all interaction modalities. We use a unit of measure called a dmm (distance-independent millimeter) [58]. The dmm simplifies the traditional user-centered visual size measurement, which is defined as the vertical and horizontal angles the object occupies in the user’s field of view. In accordance with the minimum size recommendation, we set the size of the button in our study to 64 dmm x 64 dmm with 16 dmm padding. For the slider, we set the interactive area as 300 dmm x 64 dmm, which users reported as the minimum size they

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>World</th>
<th>View</th>
<th>Hand</th>
<th>Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raycast</td>
<td>Common [25, 64]</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>Unused</td>
<td>Unused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaze</td>
<td>Limited [40, 80, 83]</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>Unused</td>
<td>Unused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Common [6, 29]</td>
<td>Limited [62]</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>Unused</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of our design space. Activation methods are shown on the vertical axis, and placements along the horizontal axis. Cited examples are described in the text. Cells are colored as follows: **Common**: Frequently used in current applications, **Limited**: Used rarely, such as in cases of limited controllers, **Unused**: Not currently used for productivity, but could be, **Difficult**: Would be difficult or impossible to use, and **Evaluated**: Not currently used for productivity, but was evaluated in this paper.

Third, the experimenter asked the participant questions revised from an existing questionnaire about computer system usability [50].

4.2 Tasks

In order to better study 2D UI interaction techniques, we can decompose user interactions into basic motions, using what Shneiderman called Widget-Level decomposition [76]. This approach looks at widgets that are defined in the system and decomposes them based on their implementation. Extracted from common productivity applications in VR, two distinct types of actions—discrete and continuous—are evaluated with buttons and sliders in our testbed.

In the button selection task, the participant was shown a 3 x 3 grid of buttons and a start button (Figure 8 left). The participant was required to trigger the start button before each trial to provide a consistent starting location.

In the slider manipulation task, the participant was asked to drag the value of a slider to the target value shown on a neighboring text field (Figure 8 right). The goal was to measure how precisely the user can position the slider in a short amount of time. Each trial was therefore limited to five seconds, even if by that point the user could not achieve the target value. The five-second duration is drawn from Andujar and Argelaguet [1].

To reduce the influence of confounding factors in our study, we set the visual size of the UI widget to be constant across all interaction modalities. We use a unit of measure called a dmm (distance-independent millimeter) [58]. The dmm simplifies the traditional user-centered visual size measurement, which is defined as the vertical and horizontal angles the object occupies in the user’s field of view. In accordance with the minimum size recommendation, we set the size of the button in our study to 64 dmm x 64 dmm with 16 dmm padding. For the slider, we set the interactive area as 300 dmm x 64 dmm, which users reported as the minimum size they...
could manipulate comfortably in our pilot study. Due to the time limit of the study, we only evaluated with minimum size widgets, which can be the lower bound reference of human performance with different modalities. Different factors, such as sizes, distances, or other forms of widgets, might be an interesting direction for further evaluation in the future.

Note that we did not include any Fitts’ Law test [17, 70] since the interaction area (the size of the widget visually perceived by users) was dynamically varied by users with hand touch modality. With hand touch modality, users can control the position of UI widgets by their nondominant hands. We did not dynamically change the size of the widget based on the distance between the user and the widget since there was no such configuration in the prior works or existing commercial applications in VR.

4.3 UI Modalities

Drawing from our proposed design space, we compare the performance of six UI modalities on two 2D widget manipulation tasks. For each participant, we measured their arm length and desk height with a quick calibration procedure. The configuration for each UI modality is as follows.

World raycast: the UI widgets are placed one arm’s length in front of the participant to keep them out of reach. The ray is visualized by a line emanating from the controller, and a dot at the widget intersection point (Figure 9A).

World gaze: the UI widgets are placed the same as in world raycast. The ray is cast from the user’s head position, so only the dot at the widget intersection point (in the center of the field of view) is visualized (Figure 9B).

World mouse: the UI widgets are placed the same as in world raycast. We also add a background canvas to help participants feel like the cursor was moving on a virtual screen rather than floating in mid-air. The cursor is visualized as a small 2D arrow (Figure 9C).

Hand touch: the UI widgets are placed on top of the participant’s non-dominant hand tilted up 45° from the up axis of the handheld controller. The controller touch point is the same as in world touch (Figure 9E).

Table touch: the UI widgets are placed on a virtual table with height equal to the physical table in front of the participant. The controller touch point is at the base of the controller handle (Figure 9F).

4.4 Design and Analysis

The study was a factorial within-subjects design with the following factors and levels:

- **Modality** (six techniques, in alphabetical order): hand touch, table touch, world gaze, world mouse, world raycast, world touch.
- **Trial**: 1-5
- **Participant**: 1-16

Modality was modeled as a fixed effect. Trial was nested within Modality and modeled as a random effect. Participant was also modeled as a random effect.1

With 16 participants performing five trials using each of six input modalities, we generated 480 data points for the button selection task and 480 data points for the slider manipulation task. Subsequent interviews yielded responses on six Likert scales for each input modality, or 576 responses in all. Finally, participants ranked each modality for overall preference, producing 96 rank data points.

Assumptions for normality and homogeneity of variance were tested using the Shapiro-Wilk [75] and Brown-Forsythe [10] tests, respectively. As our data was found unsuitable for parametric analysis, or was ordinal or rank-based in nature, nonparametric tests were used in all analyses. Specifically, the Aligned Rank Transform procedure was used for nonparametric analyses of variance [38, 57, 87]. Multinomial and binomial tests were used for analyzing counts. Post hoc pairwise comparisons were corrected using Tukey’s correction [84] or Holm’s sequential Bonferroni procedure [57]. Statistical tests were carried out in R using, among others, the ARTool, lme4, lsmeans, and XNomial packages.

5 RESULTS

We present the results of our user study and the Likert and preference responses obtained in our subsequent interviews.

5.1 Button Selection Task

The button selection task examined button selection times for the six different interaction modalities. The means and standard deviations for each modality are shown in Table 2.

---

1Fixed effects are those whose levels are chosen explicitly and are of explicit interest. Random effects are those whose levels are not of interest in themselves, per se, but are sampled randomly from a larger population about which we wish to generalize. See Frederick [20] for further explanation, and Littell et al. [53] for a worked example.
Table 2: Means and standard deviations for button selection times (in seconds) by input modality, in ascending order. Lower is better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Modality</th>
<th>Mean Time (s)</th>
<th>Stddev Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hand touch</td>
<td>1.057</td>
<td>0.366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World raycast</td>
<td>1.082</td>
<td>0.553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World touch</td>
<td>1.132</td>
<td>0.489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World gaze</td>
<td>1.258</td>
<td>0.602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table touch</td>
<td>1.298</td>
<td>1.540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World mouse</td>
<td>1.846</td>
<td>1.034</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unsurprisingly, with time as a measure, the response violates a Shapiro-Wilk test for normality ($W = 0.58, p < .0001$). It also violates the Brown-Forsythe test for homogeneity of variance ($F_{5,474} = 4.81, p < .001$). Accordingly, the nonparametric Aligned Rank Transform procedure was used. There was a significant effect of Modality on button selection time ($F_{5,24} = 11.11, p < .0001$). Post hoc pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s correction reveal that all input modalities were significantly faster than world mouse ($p < .05$), and that world raycast was significantly faster than world gaze ($p < .05$).

5.2 Slider Manipulation Task

The slider manipulation task examined how close to a target value (1–100) a slider could be positioned within a five second window. The means and standard deviations for the distances from these target values are shown in Table 3.

As with the button selection task, normality was violated ($W = 0.34, p < .0001$). (Although in this case, homogeneity of variance was not violated ($F_{5,474} = 1.82, n.s.$).) Nonparametric analysis was therefore chosen. There was a significant effect of Modality on slider distance ($F_{5,24} = 6.34, p < .001$). Post hoc pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s correction show that world raycast was significantly more accurate than world mouse ($p < .05$), but that hand touch and world touch were significantly less accurate than world mouse ($p < .1$). Also, table touch was significantly more accurate than world touch ($p < .01$).

We conducted a further analysis of the slider task by examining the number of trials that were “correct,” i.e., when the slider was placed on the target value exactly. The number of correct trials of 80 total trials for each input modality is shown in Table 3. A multinomial test indicates that the input modalities produced significantly different correctness counts ($p < .01$). Follow-up binomial tests for each modality, corrected with Holm’s sequential Bonferroni procedure, indicate that world mouse and world touch deviated significantly from the other correctness counts ($p < .05$), the former being much more correct and the latter being much less correct.

Table 3: Means and standard deviations for slider distances from target values by input modality, in ascending order. Lower is better. Also shown is the number of correct trials where the target value was selected exactly (out of a possible $n = 80$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Modality</th>
<th>Mean Distance</th>
<th>Stdev Distance</th>
<th>Correct (n = 80)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Table touch</td>
<td>1.125</td>
<td>2.852</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World raycast</td>
<td>1.138</td>
<td>1.220</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World mouse</td>
<td>1.788</td>
<td>5.305</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand touch</td>
<td>1.863</td>
<td>3.393</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World gaze</td>
<td>2.063</td>
<td>6.643</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World touch</td>
<td>3.525</td>
<td>8.344</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Likert and Preference Responses

In our subsequent interviews, we asked participants to rate each input modality on six Likert scales ranging from 1 to 5. Figure 10 shows average Likert responses. As the Likert responses were ordinal, we analyzed them with the nonparametric Aligned Rank Transform procedure. (We also confirmed each result with the nonparametric Friedman test [21], and statistical conclusions agreed in all cases.)

5.3.1 Ease of Use of Each Input Modality. Participants indicated, for each input modality, its general ease of use where 1 was “very difficult” and 5 was “very easy.” On average, table touch was rated easiest ($M = 4.50, SD = 0.73$) and world gaze most difficult ($M = 2.94, SD = 1.24$). An omnibus test shows a significant effect of Modality on perceived ease of use ($F_{5,75} = 6.46, p < .0001$). Post hoc pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s correction indicate that world gaze was significantly more difficult than, in descending order of ease, table touch, world raycast, world mouse, and hand touch ($p < .05$). Also, world touch was significantly more difficult to use than table touch ($p < .05$).

5.3.2 Ease of Button Selection Task. Participants also indicated, for each input modality, its ease for completing the button selection task. All modalities received average scores above 4.0 except world gaze ($M = 3.75, SD = 0.58$), again rated most difficult. World touch was rated easiest on average ($M = 4.81, SD = 0.40$). An omnibus test shows a significant effect of Modality on perceived ease of use for button selection ($F_{5,75} = 9.08, p < .0001$). Post hoc pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s correction show that world gaze was significantly more difficult than, in descending order of ease, world touch, hand touch, table touch, and world raycast ($p < .001$).
Figure 9: A study participant selecting the brush tool with six interaction modalities during the practice session. From left to right, A) world raycast, B) world gaze, C) world mouse D) world touch, E) hand touch, F) table touch.

5.3.3 Ease of Slider Manipulation Task. Participants rated, for each input modality, its ease for performing the slider manipulation task. As for general ease of use, table touch was rated easiest for the slider manipulation task ($M = 4.25, SD = 0.93$). Once again, world gaze was rated most difficult ($M = 2.19, SD = 1.11$). In general, ratings were below 4.0 except for table touch, indicating this was a more difficult task. An omnibus test reveals a significant effect of Modality on perceived ease of use for the slider manipulation task ($F_{5,75} = 9.69, p < .0001$). Post hoc pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s correction show that table touch was significantly easier than, in descending order of ease, hand touch, world touch, and world gaze ($p < .05$). Furthermore, world mouse and world raycast were significantly easier than world gaze ($p < .01$). Finally, world mouse was also easier than world touch ($p < .05$).

5.3.4 Ease of Learning. Participants also rated input modalities for ease of learning. All modalities except world gaze received average ratings above 4.0, with world mouse being rated as easiest to learn ($M = 4.88, SD = 0.34$). Again, world gaze was rated most difficult ($M = 3.50, SD = 1.26$). An omnibus test indicates a significant effect of Modality on perceived ease of learning ($F_{5,75} = 5.85, p < .001$). Post hoc pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s correction indicate that world gaze was significantly more difficult than, in descending order of ease, world mouse, table touch, world raycast, and world touch ($p < .05$).

5.3.5 Fatigue vs. Comfort. Participants indicated, for each input modality, how fatiguing or comfortable it was to use, where 1 was “very tiring” and 5 was “very comfortable.” On average, table touch was considered most comfortable ($M = 4.38, SD = 0.62$). In contrast, world gaze was most tiring ($M = 2.56, SD = 1.31$). An omnibus test shows a significant effect of Modality on perceived fatigue vs. comfort ($F_{5,75} = 8.90, p < .0001$). Post hoc pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s correction reveal that world gaze and world touch were both significantly more fatiguing than, in descending order of comfort, table touch, world mouse, and world raycast ($p < .05$).

5.3.6 Likeability. Participants also rated, for each input modality, how much they liked it, where 1 was “did not like at all” and 5 was “liked it very much.” Perhaps unsurprisingly, likeability responses generally comported with perceptions of ease and comfort. Specifically, table touch was most liked ($M = 4.38, SD = 0.72$) and world gaze was least liked ($M = 2.38, SD = 1.15$). Other input modalities receiving scores of 4.0 or better were world raycast and hand touch. An omnibus test indicates a significant effect of Modality on likeability ($F_{5,75} = 9.08, p < .0001$). Post hoc pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s correction indicate that world gaze was significantly less liked than, in descending order of likeability, table touch, world raycast, hand touch, and world mouse ($p < .05$). Also, table touch was significantly more liked than world mouse and world touch ($p < .05$).

5.3.7 Input Modality Preference. Participants rank-ordered (1st–6th) their overall preference among input modalities. Each modality was uniquely ranked by each participant. We calculated an overall
preference score for each modality by giving $P = 6 - R + 1$ points for each ranking $R$, multiplying those points $P$ by the number of participants $N$ who chose that rank, and then summing over the given modality. For example, table touch was ranked $R = 1$st by $N = 7$ participants, so $P = (6 - 1 + 1) = 6$, and $P \times N = 6 \times 7 = 42$ points. Similarly, world gaze was ranked $R = 6$th by $N = 9$ participants, for $1 \times 9 = 9$ points. Total points for a modality are the sum of its points for each ranking, and are shown in Table 4. The maximum score a modality could receive would be if all $N = 16$ participants ranked it their 1st favorite, for $6 \times 16 = 96$ points. The minimum would be if all participants ranked it their 6th favorite (i.e., least favorite), for $1 \times 16 = 16$ points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Modality</th>
<th>Total Score (range 16–96)</th>
<th>Ranked first by?</th>
<th>Ranked last by?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Table touch</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand touch</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World raycast</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World mouse</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World touch</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World gaze</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Ranked preference scores for each modality (range 16–96). Higher is better. See text for details on how scores were calculated. Also shown are the number of participants (of $N = 16$) who ranked each input modality first (their favorite) or last (their least favorite).

A multinomial test indicates that the total scores were indeed significantly different ($p < .001$). Follow-up binomial tests for each modality, corrected with Holm’s sequential Bonferroni procedure, indicate that table touch and world gaze deviated significantly from the other scores ($p < .05$), the former being much more preferred and the latter being much less preferred.

6 DISCUSSION
The goal of our study is to understand users’ performance and preference on different UI modalities when performing 2D tasks in VR. In this section, we discuss the results of questionnaires and interviews for each of our input modalities, respectively.

6.1 Implications for Touch-based Interaction
According to the overall preference scores, table touch is significantly preferred over other input modalities. Seven of 16 users rated it as their favorite to use for 2D widget manipulation tasks. Participants mentioned that it was easier and more natural to use due to the haptic feedback provided by the table surface. Moreover, during the user study, users could perform the task while resting their arms on the table which they found to be comfortable. Using table for appropriate arm rest was also supported by prior works [32, 56]. However, in our interview session, some participants said that looking down at the table to use the interface made them tired, which is why they preferred hand touch instead.

Compared to world touch, our results show that hand touch has not only better performance on the button and slider tasks, but also higher scores for preference and usability. With the same input method, the placement of the user interface affects the preference. Participants indicated that dynamic adjustment of the UI placement helps them. Moreover, users reported that hand touch was more intuitive because the UI was always readily available on the hand, which requires less effort than searching for the UI in the world.

Due to the lack of the haptic feedback and the freedom to place the user interface dynamically, world touch has the worst performance among direct touch interactions. Keeping the arm stretched out in the air also causes fatigue, which was reported by participants. This emphasizes the importance of providing users a way to dynamically position world touch interfaces. Users all agreed that world touch is easy for button selection, but hard for precise manipulation such as slider control.

6.2 Implications for Pointer-based Interaction
Unsurprisingly, world gaze is rated most difficult for both tasks, since the modality requires head movement. Seven of 16 participants indicated concerns about fatigue for world gaze in our interviews. Participants feel that people cannot use world gaze for UI manipulation tasks frequently or for extended durations, since the neck movement made them tired quickly in our study. Besides, participants mentioned that it is hard to focus on the trigger of the slider and check the value at the same time, which makes them feel even more tired. Since world gaze requires users to focus on the trigger of the slider while manipulating it, we suggest the layout of the slider design should consider this factor. A better interface would display the current value on the handle rather than adjacent to the slider.

Users reported that world mouse is the easiest to learn because every participant was familiar with traditional desktop input methods. According to the result of the slider manipulation task, world mouse is significantly more accurate than other modalities. Interestingly, world mouse has a polarizing effect on user preference. Four of 16 participants ranked it as their top choice, but six others ranked it last. In our interviews, familiarity and precision are the main reasons people preferred it. In contrast, participants with the opposite opinion indicated they think the mouse constrains freedom in 3D space. They were also concerned about being able to find the mouse on the desk while wearing the headset.

Currently, world raycast is the most common modality for real world applications. Compared to other pointer interactions, world raycast has higher likeability and preference scores. Although only one person ranked it as their favorite modality, the overall preference score placed world raycast third of six. In our study, people believed that world raycast was easy and comfortable to control with small wrist movements. Furthermore, due to our study’s seated setting, one third of participants reported resting the sides of their palms or their wrists on the table to gain more precision, which is similar to observations of previous work [36].

6.3 Physical Considerations
We designed our study so that all input modalities are equally applicable to the chosen scenario to allow a fair comparison, but real applications have constraints that make some modalities more
or less appropriate, depending on, for example, whether the user will be seated at a desk or navigating a 3D virtual space.

Among Placement strategies, Hand stabilization works in the general case of unconstrained 3D environments when the user might be moving through the 3D space; World stabilization works better when navigation is relatively constrained; and Table stabilization works even better, but requires the presence of a table without 3D navigation. Study participants also found Hand stabilization to be fast for some seated tasks that did not require navigation. Among Activation strategies, Raycast is the most general strategy; Touch works better, but only for elements that are near the user in 3D; and Mouse also can work well but requires a table. Gaze is the least effective, and only used for cases where no positional or orientation controller is available.

### 7 Expert Review Pilot Study

Per our hypothesis that studying interaction modalities in isolation does not thoroughly test their performance, we conduct an additional study within the context of a productivity application, where the primary user goal is to perform a creative task, and the 2D widget manipulation is a support task. Our hope is this will give a more accurate sense of the actual performance of our modalities under demanding real world conditions.

We conducted an expert review pilot study of artists using a 2D drawing tool in VR (Figure 11). The interview of the expert review focused on the experience of interacting UI widgets with table touch or hand touch input modalities during the creative process in VR. Specifically, we used 2D drawing application rather than 3D painting tool in the study since 3D painting tools require a time-consuming learning phase to be familiar with functionalities and features for users. Moreover, the potential of creating 2D drawing in mixed reality has been explored by DodecaPen [88].

We recruited two experts (professional digital artists) who have worked with digital content creation tools for at least five years. One had prior VR experience (a VR video player).

The study lasted about 40 minutes, including 10 minutes for introduction and practice in the VR 2D drawing application. After practicing, the participants used the application to create a drawing, prompted by an inspirational image. For precise control, the drawing canvas is always configured for table touch interaction. The tool menu and color palette are controlled and placed together according to one of two modalities depending on the task, either table touch or hand touch.

#### 7.1 Results

Participants were interviewed about the usability and comfort of switching between the UI panel and the drawing canvas. Both participants responded positively about table touch for precise control.

- **P1:** Sliders and interface worked better as well as natural feel of touching table made picking things in interface easier
- **P2:** The feedback is nice, you know you’re on it. The precision and the movement were nice.

For the usability of hand touch, experts believed it was only suitable for the discrete manipulation task.

- **P1:** Not sure about this particular use because the interaction requires more precision for sliders, but buttons and quick actions could be useful in this format.
- **P2:** It’s good to control with buttons. Dragging the slider is a little awkward.

In the table touch condition, since the content canvas and the UI panel are both placed on the table, the UI panel is shifted to the right of the content canvas. Experts had some comments about the placement.

- **P1:** Required more full body movement to position my line of sight.
- **P2:** Slightly awkward to move tool to right to pick features but not as difficult as hand touch

The two experts’ feedback implies that precision and ergonomics are two main factors for using 2D UIs in creation tools in VR. Although table touch can provide more precise controls, the placement of the UI panel affects the usability and comfort. We believe further study of UI placement will provide more insights for future designers of VR productivity applications.

#### 8 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we survey the input modalities employed in commercial VR productivity applications, and based on this survey, we propose a design space that organizes those applications. We extend the design space with, table touch, hand touch, and world raycast were more successful and preferred by users. We also present an expert review pilot study of modalities in a VR creation tool application, and find that user preference varies with ergonomics factors, such as the placement of the drawing canvas and the UI panel.

For future work, we would like to apply table touch to 3D content creation tools such as 3D painting and sculpting to reduce fatigue and increase precision in those contexts. We would also like to see how our design space applies to augmented reality applications. Today, our results do not only help designers create better user experiences for their VR applications, but also provide new avenues for researchers to explore.
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